The influence of spatial distribution on add-on therapy of designed Ca-Alg/CS MEMs system.
To improve the efficacy and reduce the systemic toxicity of the diabetes mellitus, herewith, we developed a novel microparticles-embedded microcapsules (MEMs) system, synthesized from calcium alginate/chitosan (Ca-Alg/CS), by emulsion gelation using a high voltage electrostatic droplet generator. In our study, we selected two antidiabetic drugs insulin (INS) and metformin (MET) as model drugs to investigate different spatial distribution appropriate of MEMs system. Characterization based on particle size and morphology, encapsulation efficiency and drug loading, as well as drug delivery properties were carried out on the MEMs system. Typical multi-chamber structure was shown by SEM and the optical spectra. The average diameters of microparticles and Ca-Alg/CS MEMs were 2100 nm and 410 μm, respectively. Insulin and MET were embedded into MEMs via electrostatic reaction according to FT-IR spectra. Moreover, drug loading and encapsulation efficiency of INS were higher than that of MET in this system when drugs were loaded alone or together. More importantly, this system has potential for orderly drug release and well sustained release when MET in the inner and INS in the outer space could be applied as a combination therapy for diabetes. The obtained in vivo experimental data on diabetes rats has shown that the designed MEMs system resulted in a higher hypoglycemic effect within add-on therapy.